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WHAT IS REMOTE WORK & HOW CAN IT BE DONE

THE 6UIPE TO NAVl6ATIN6
REMOTE WORK
EVERNET BEST PRACTICES
Our Proven Client Management Methodology

A GUIDE TO WHY THESE PRACTICES ARE VITAL FOR YOUR BUSINESS
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What is Remote Work
Remote work (telecommuting) is allowing your employees to do their work from a location other
than a central office or headquarters. An employee can work from home, a coworking location, or
any other location outside of the corporate office. There is a difference between working from home
and remote work. Remote work doesn’t dictate where you work, it’s just employees aren’t going to a
traditional office.
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11. Business Management Tools
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The pandemic of 2020 accelerated remote work and made it more mainstream. Businesses all over
the globe are adopting remote work and it has become the future of work. A study conducted by
Flexjobs and Global Workforce Analytics, estimated 4.7 million workers at the beginning of 2020.

18. Client Management

If you’re reading this guide, you might be thinking of transitioning to a remote workforce, or at the
very least, a hybrid model - a few days in office and with the remainder of the week remote. Before
making an important business decision to transition to remote work, here’s what you need to know.
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Challenges of Remote Work
There can be challenges to remote work, especially if processes and procedures aren’t
enacted. These challenges can include:

Advantages and Challenges of
Remote Work

While remote work is all the rage right now, there are obvious advantages but some challenges to
consider and work through. There is no right way to conduct remote work, however, if the principles

12.Mistrust. If there’s a lack of trust, it could
lead to missed deadlines. You have to trust
your colleague to do their part and get their
work done. If the work isn’t getting done or you
can’t trust your co-worker, it could lead to more
stress and anxiety.

14.Lack of buy in. There are going to be some
employees who don’t want to work remotely.
They may refuse to do the work or they may
resign. Either way, work isn’t getting done and
creating gaps among teams. It’s important to
find workers who want to work remotely.

13.Outdated technology. Outdated technology
can be a productivity killer. Slow broadband
connections, outdated applications and
hardware can lead to frustration and decrease
output.

15.Less social interaction. In an office
environment, there are more opportunities to
interact and collaborate in-person - not only
in the office, but outside, as well. Office happy
hours, and company meetings kept employees
engaged. Some might experience loneliness
or boredom due to the lack of in-person
interaction.

and best practices are missing, it could lead to those challenges.

Advantages of Remote Work
8.Increased Productivity. You may not believe
it, but your workers will be more productive.
There are less distractions at home or in an
off-site office. No unnecessary meetings, or
interruptions (like fire drills). Your employees
aren’t spending an hour or more in the car
for their commute. In a Cisco report, there’s
documentation that remote workers are getting
more done.
9.Provide a Work-Life Balance. You’re
providing your employees a work-life balance.
If a child is sick, they don’t have to scramble
to call off or worry about missing time. They
are home with the child, but also getting work
done. They can make a schedule to achieve the
balance between their work and personal life. A
happier employee is a more engaged employee
and the result is a more productive employee.
By offering remote work, you also attract more
talented workers - leading to a better employee
retention rate.

You’re in a safe space here. Probably less
than %50 of the time. Offering remote work
promotes a healthier lifestyle. Your employees
don’t have to hustle to an office, beat traffic,
thus missing breakfast. They can cook their own
meals, which are probably a bit more healthy.
They can also take breaks and go on a quick
walk or do some sort of physical activity.

It’s important to be proactive and identify the potential challenges and develop a plan to
overcome the challenges. Contact the pros at EVERNET and we’d love to help with all your
questions on transitioning to a remote environment.

11.Recruiting and Hiring Advantagese. By
expanding to a remote environment, you’re
opening up your talent pool. You’re not
restricted to a 30 mile radius for talent, your
talent pool is the entire country. Plus, you don’t
need to provide relocation expenses. Your
quality of hiring improves and if you’re in a
competitive market, remote work is a business
benefit and more workers are demanding to be
remote.

10.Healthy Lifestyle. How many times do you
actually eat the lunch you bring from home?

BOOK A DISCOVERY CALL
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The Remote Workspace

On Demand Office Rental

In order for your employees to be productive and have a successful remote
workspace experience, it’s important to know how they work. Some of your
employees will be fine working from home. However, there are still a contingent of
workers who need to go into an office and collaborate with others. You don’t need to
shell out thousands of dollars on a lease. There are several options for on demand
office rentals. Here are the benefits of renting an office space.

Flexibility
Renting out an office space provides flexibility.
You rent on demand and when you need the
space. You’re not tied into expensive leases or
dealing with aggressive building managers. You
rent the space and your workers show up when
you need to.
Save on Costs
You’re not only saving on the lease, but
overhead costs. No need to maintain office
and other electrical equipment, miscellaneous
services (food delivery, coffee, water coolers),
and the costs associated for maintaining the
office.
Privacy
Conduct team meetings in person without the
worry of the daily interruptions. How many
times have your employees been interrupted
by the dog in a Zoom meeting? A quieter space
means more productive meetings. It also shows
a sign of stability for client meetings. You have
a dedicated space to meet with clients so they
get %100 of your attention. If you want to make
meetings less formal, you still could meet at a
local restaurant to make it more enjoyable.

BOOK A DISCOVERY CALL
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Free Up Capital
Money is freed up to focus on your business,
as opposed to being dedicated to office space.
A rented space has the basics (desks, Wi-Fi),
so there’s no need to purchase additional
equipment. On demand office rental providers
offer workspaces with the technology, and
support at the fraction of the cost.
Location
An office rental lets you enjoy the benefits
of being in a metro area and provides a high
profile image. Remember the old Canon camera
tagline, “Image is everything.” We also still
receive mail, so it also gives you an address to
receive business mailings. Depending on your
budget, these offices can have great views, and
spectacular lobbies.

BOOK A DISCOVERY CALL

Cybersecurity
Train Employees on Cybersecurity
Your employees are spread out everywhere. Your company might provide you hardware equipped with security software, such as anti-malware/virus, to prevent cyberattacks. The pandemic drove an increase in attacks by over 230% according to Alliance
Virtual Office. Gartner’s “7 Trends in Cybersecurity For 2022” cited the increase of
remote work, and use of cloud tools as a major concern.
Here are the cybersecurity risks you need to be aware of as a business owner:
•Inferior data practices. Remote workers may
download unauthorized files to their files, which
are probably not encrypted. They may also
transfer data over unsecured networks. If you’re
in an industry that requires strict adherence to
secure files, this needs to be at the top of mind.

•Password reuse. Employees need to cycle
through and use new passwords.
•Unsecured cloud. Using an unsecured cloud
puts sensitive files and information at risk.

•Unsecured hardware. Remote workers might
be using their personal computers to do their
job. They probably aren’t updated or even have
some sort of anti-virus software.

With the transition to remote work, there needs to be more scrutiny on security. Train
your employees what steps they can take and how to identify and reduce the risks of
digital threats.
Here are a few subjects for training your remote workers:
•Data/Security Breaches. Teach your
employees how to recognize threats and
the tricks used. Help them look for malware,
password attacks, and the components of a
phishing email. %92 of phishing attempts are
delivered by email. When they recognize a
threat, train them on the process on what to do
when they encounter the threat.

•Unsecured networks. Most remote workers
don’t have access to IT staff who can secure
their home Wi-Fi. All they’re told is to update
their route or use a VPN and they have no idea
what to do.

•Two-factor authentication. Help your
employees set up two-factor authentication
(2FA) to add an extra layer of security. 2FA
ensures the person who is accessing an account
is the person authorized to do so. It requires
them to provide two identifiers; like an email
address or mobile number.
•Virtual Private Networks. Virtual private
networks (VPN) produces an encrypted Internet
connection between the device and network,
and secures the data for a safe transfer. Teach
your employee how to set up and use a VPN.

BOOK A DISCOVERY CALL
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•Install Anti-virus/Malware software. Take
some time and either offer one-on-one training
or online training videos on how to install an
anti-virus/malware program. Stress keeping the
software updated.
•Backup and restore. Depending on the
suite of tools you provide, they come with
cloud storage. Microsoft offers OneDrive,
while Google offers Google Drive. Train your
employees how to sync their machines to the
services so their data is safe in the cloud, and
train how to restore in the event of a computer/
hard drive crash.
•Password Management. Secure employee
passwords and train them on maintaining best
practices on passwords.

BOOK A DISCOVERY CALL

Elements of a Remote Work Cybersecurity Program
•Prioritization. Businesses need to prioritize security, especially if you’re in the healthcare, financial,
or law industries. Focus on controls which can reduce risk most effectively and protect the worker
from as many threats as possible.
•Measurements. Implement metrics and KPIs in place so all stakeholders stay on the same page
when it comes to security success. It also allows you to gain insights to any shortcomings and make
improvements.
•Continuous mitigation. Security needs to be top of mind and monitor the effectiveness.
Employees need to buy in and make sure they’re reporting threats.
•Automation. If you can automate any processes to fight off threats, that will improve efficiencies to
save time and labor.

If you’re moving to a remote environment, contact the experts at EVERNET and we can
help with security awareness training. It’s one less thing to worry about, so let us put
your mind at ease.

Business Management Tools
If your business is transitioning to a remote environment, you might be asking, “How
will I manage my business?” There really isn’t much of a difference between what
you’re doing now and the transition to remote.
The latest business management software is now provided ‘as-a-service’. You might
have heard the term SaaS. It means Software as a Service. Business applications no
longer need to be installed on a computer. They’re accessed online through a login.
What are the essentials when it comes to business management tools?
Human Capital Management
Human Capital Management (HCM)
software is necessary for growth. Most
businesses are using an HCM tool for HR
purposes and to manage the day-to-day
requirements of the company. It’s important to have an onboarding process
for new hires, allow employees to manage their benefits and how they are paid.
Here are some of the basic functions of
an HCM platform:
•
•
•
•
•
•

BOOK A DISCOVERY CALL
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Hiring
Onboarding
Payroll
Benefits management
Training
Performance reviews

Here are just a few examples of HCM
SaaS providers:
•
•
•
•
•
•

BambooHR
Workday
ADP Workforce
Paylocity
Paycom
Paycor

These software applications allow you to
manage your business from anywhere.
Employees are also able to manage their
benefits (healthcare, 401K) and paid time
off (PTO).

BOOK A DISCOVERY CALL

a few clicks within your dashboard. Match
the needs of your business at all times.
•Keep up with competitors. Stop losing
your employees to competitors who are
providing the technology and features
they want. Traditional phone systems
aren’t designed to support the latest communication features. Your workers will be
more productive if the CRM is communications-enabled. Companies with cloud
systems can easily upgrade to new features as they need, and it’s now an opportunity, as opposed to a headache.

Productivity Solutions
Microsoft is now a subscription service and you pay per user. Your employees have
access to the applications they are familiar with:
Google Workspace
Formerly Google Suite, it’s Google’s answer to Microsoft 365. Google integrates
all of their services into one easy-to-use
solution. Email, conduct online meetings,
and collaborate on documents.
•
Google Docs
•
Google Sheets
•
Google Slides
•
Gmail
Cloud-based Storage
Using MS 365 or Google Workspaces
provide cloud-based storage for efficient collaboration. There are tools such
as Dropbox or Box, which allow you to
share and edit files. These files can be
accessible to anyone, everywhere at any
time.
Cloud-based Communications
If you’re transitioning to a remote environment, or even hybrid, you might
need to evaluate your current business
communication systems, especially your
phone system. Your phone system may

BOOK A DISCOVERY CALL

not have the features of your employees
to help keep them productive. If it’s a
traditional phone system, your employees will have a hard time accessing the
system. Here’s why you need to consider
moving to a cloud-based phone system.
•Eliminate multi-vendor contracts.
You may have a phone system, then
another vendor for video conferencing, then another for messaging, and it
goes on. Information is spread around
multiple platforms. With a cloud-based
system, eliminate costs associated with
having multiple vendors and consolidate
all of the essential features into one platform, and most importantly, one monthly bill.
•Scale quicker. A traditional phone system is too rigid and complex to accommodate growth. Businesses adapt to
change, seen and unseen. A business’s
communication system must be able
to adapt quickly as well. A cloud-based
solution allows you to add users and
functions your business needs with just
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•Gain insights into your communications. Traditional phone systems aren’t
able to provide the data necessary to
determine the effectiveness of the system. Without access to data, you’re losing
out on acting on valuable data. With a
cloud-based communications system, you
can gather information to make smarter,
data-driven decisions. Track and monitor
active calls, agent status, and abandoned
calls allowing you to quickly identify areas
of improvement and optimization. With
proper data, comes profitable insights.
•Eliminate outages or interruptions.
Traditional phone systems lack adequate
measures to contend with natural disasters or other emergencies. On-site systems are not designed with redundancy
in mind. The costs associated with downtime can be enormous. A cloud-based
system has disaster recovery and redundancy by design. Cloud communications
providers have servers hosted throughout the world and one fails, another server jumps into action. Cloud-based phone
systems can route calls to your mobile
phone. You and your employees can access the system from anywhere and can
still connect with each other and customers, keeping their numbers private.
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With a cloud-based system, you and your
employees stay connected. The experts
at EVERNET can help you set up a cloudbased communications system to support
your remote employees.x
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Remote Team Management
Once your team is remote, you might have some questions. How do they connect and
collaborate? How will I know if they are on task? How do we efficiently manage and
track all tasks/projects?
The number of software solutions available is numerous and designed to efficiently
manage your team.

Project Management Software
Stop using spreadsheets, Post-It notes, and weekly meetings to track projects. In a remote environment, it’s inefficient and, in most instances, a time waster. You can have
a complete view of all your and employees projects and tasks using a project management tool.
What is Project Management
Software?
Project Management Software (PM) is
used by a variety of industries for planning and tracking, resource assignments,
and scheduling. It’s a more efficient way
of staying on budget, keeping on deadlines, and documentation throughout
the duration of a project. It also encourages collaboration between everyone involved on the project. It also holds team
members accountable for their portion
of the project.
The Essential Functions of Project
Management Software
From tracking due dates to allocation of
resources and to budget management,
there’s a lot to keep track of when managing projects. The same can be said of
the right project management software
solution. Here are the essential functions
of a good PM software solution to help
with your decision.

BOOK A DISCOVERY CALL
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•Task assignment. You should be able
to list and assign tasks to your team. Not
only that, but the owner should be able
to update the status of their task so everyone is on the same page.
•Scheduling. A good solution offers
calendars, charts, and milestone tools
and to see how a task fits into the overall
project. It also lets you know upcoming
deadlines and time remaining on the
project to completion.
•File sharing. Team members should
be able to access and edit documents
in real-time, so that everyone is working within the same file. Being able to
upload essential documents eliminates
team members wading through emails
for the file.
•Communication. Communicating allows for quick answers and problem
solving. Comment on tasks right within
the app.
•Reporting. Get the details and insights
on how the project is progressing and if
tasks are being completed. It also allows
us to get ahead of any potential roadblocks.
BOOK A DISCOVERY CALL

Automate your tasks in project
management
Using the right software, you and your
employees are able optimize time and
automate certain tasks. Automation
monitors key aspects of your project:
•
•
•
•

Change in path
Potentially missing a deadline
Overloaded resource
Delay

Automation should complete a pre-defined process. The process should already be optimized and running effectively. The process should be repeatable.
If it’s not, it could end up assigning tasks
incorrectly, breaking dependencies, or
moving timelines. Before automating
processes in project management, ask
these questions:
•
•
•
•

What is the most manual,
time-consuming task?
Which process is the most
optimized and well documented?
Which are repeated with no
change?
Are these basic enough for the
software to automate?

The answer to these questions will help
narrow down where automation will
help the project. Save time by incorporating automation into monitoring and
reporting. Here are a few of the common
practices to use automation in PM software:
•
•
•
•
•

Work intake
Setting up new projects and
tasks
Setting up reminders and notifi
cations
Review and approval process
Identifying delays and issues

BOOK A DISCOVERY CALL

Here are a few benefits of implementing
PM software with automation capabilities:
•Productivity boost. Instead of spending time on manual tasks, you’re able to
focus on the work of your project. You
don’t have to manually send messages
regarding timelines. The software will
recognize due dates and send the message.
•Busywork lessened. Automation can
tackle admin tasks by sending out reports, reminders and checking in on task
status. These types of status updates are
valuable and could take up a large portion of the project. Automate these tasks
to free up your time.
•Integration. Integrate PM software
into your other tools and systems. Your
employees don’t have to waste time
searching for data, as the PM software
is communicating with your other tools.
Automation helps sync tools and systems so information, updates are shared
in one source.
•Quality Assurance. Automation ensures quality by making sure the work is
completed consistently. If there’s a large
volume of work done manually, you’re
opening the door for more human error.
Automation reduces mistakes and the
quality is consistent.
Here are just a few of the software solutions available:
•
•
•
•
•

Basecamp
Trello
Asana
Monday.com
Clickup
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There are several different project management tools. Consider the size of your business and the team, and which features are most critical for you. Having a project management solution is going to make project management much easier.
Managing Remote Teams
In the past, managing a team might have been more difficult, but with today’s tools
and software, it’s become more manageable.
•Slack. Slack is a communication tool
to help manage different conversations
with multiple teams. Each team can have
its own channel to talk about projects,
and topics specific to them - without outside interference. Messages and files are
kept together. Slack also has 1:1 messaging, as well. You can also use Slack for
voice, and video meetings.
•Microsoft Teams. Teams is included in
Microsoft 365 and improves team collaboration among your employees. You
can use Teams for chat, video calling
and file sharing. There’s also a virtual
whiteboard with screen sharing, making
it easier to get ideas or feedback across
to colleagues. Work in files within Teams
and always be working on the most upto-date file.
•Google Meet. Meet is part of Google
Workspaces. Initialize video calls with
ease and share files across the Google
suite of products.
•GoToMeeting. GoToMeeting is video
conferencing software designed to host
online meetings. Conduct daily standups, and training or brainstorming sessions. Your employees can share their
screen and discuss ideas and projects.
•Zoom. Zoom is similar to GoToMeeting.
Zoom might have the more recognizable
name in the video conferencing space.
•Autotask. Autotask is a professional
services automation (PSA) tool that centralizes operations and provides insight
of operations through dashboards,
allowing you to make data-driven decisions. This tool is ideal for IT managed
service providers.
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Your employees are your most important
asset. These tools will help your team collaborate more efficiently when working
remotely.
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Client Management Software
If you haven’t invested in Client Management Software and are transitioning to remote work, you’ll want to consider choosing one. If your employees are remote, the
same spreadsheets with contact information aren’t going to work. Client management
can include planning the customer journey, setting expectations, and measuring client
satisfaction.
What is Client Management Software?
Client Management Software (CMS) is
essential to solving pain points and generating revenue. A Client Management
System tracks contacts between your
company and its customers. Sales, marketing, and customer success teams
reference the data to build and foster
relationships so they become evangelists
for your company.

company and customers. They also assist your employees be proactive in anticipating the needs of your clients.

For general business, these are some
of the Client Management Software
systems available:
•
HubSpot
•
Zoho CRM
•
Salesforce
•
Keap
•
NetSuite
If you’re in a specific industry and
require a specific CMS tailored to your
industry, you have options, as well.
•Zola Suite. Customer management
tailored to law firms and practices.
Zola Suite allows you to organize all
of a client›s documents with secure
encryption. You can also automate tasks,
manage your clients and get paid.
•ServiceTitan. ServiceTitan is a CMS
geared toward the service and trade
industries. Deploy targeted email
campaigns, manage contracts, and
book calls. You can also manage payroll,
scheduling and dispatching, and gain

Functions of a Customer Management
System
You probably also have heard of a customer management system referred to
as a customer relationship management
(CRM). Essentially, they are the same
thing and function the same way. CRMs
are powerful software applications that
produce essential information about
contacts which help foster successful
client relationships. They help track and
measure activities associated with your
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Here are some of the essential functions
of a robust Customer Management
System:
•Data. You should be able track important metrics about your clients. Engagement with your communications, sales
calls, and any type of purchase history.
•Activities. You should know when your
clients are submitting support tickets,
reading your emails, or visiting your
website. It will help your employees take
a proactive approach to prevent any issues from arising.
•Communication. Your employee may
want to communicate via the platform
for even better insight and tracking.
Email, call, or text using templates.
•Workflows. Establish process workflows to assign contacts to your employees,
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valuable insights.
•CaseKeepers. CaseKeepers is a digital
journal for law firms to help organize
everything related to their cases.
•CASEpeer. CASEpeer is a CMS for
personal injury law. It allows you
and your employees to streamline
your firm’s operations. Manage all of
your cases, manage documents and
costs, and timelines. Engage with your
clients from the platform with secure
communications, and get signatures in a
secure portal.
Manage your customers and
relationships with Client Management
Software. Your customers are one of the
most important assets to your business
and have earned more attention than
what may be tracked on a spreadsheet.
Keeping track of your customers will
improve your employees efficiency and
provide a better overall experience.
If you have questions on a CMS, the
experts at EVERNET are here to help.
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How To Set Your Team Up For Remote Success
Now that you understand what’s needed to go remote, here’s how you can set your
company and employees up for success. Here are some best practices to follow:
•Set expectations. As the business owner, you need to lead and set clear expectations and rules and be transparent. By setting the tone, you eliminate any ambiguity
out of remote work. Setting up one-on-ones, weekly meetings, discussing project outcomes and performances, and strategies for dealing with emergencies.
•Define standard procedures. If there are common tasks, define the procedures on
how to complete them. It helps when assigning work and to make sure no one suffers
burnout.
•Hiring. You have access to a larger pool of talent when going remote. Your HR team
might need to establish a new hiring process, research any legal matters, and develop
an onboarding process. Online assessment can help streamline the process and determine if a candidate would be a cultural fit.
•Regular check-ins. As a manager, you still need to support your employees. You and
your direct reports should set up weekly meetings to discuss work, potential roadblocks, and ask about accomplishments.
•Don’t micromanage. You’ve hired your employees to do a job. Let them do it and
have trust in them that they’ll complete the work according to the deadline set.

Remote Work is the Future
Remote Work is constantly evolving, but we’ve laid the foundation to set your business up for success. Remote work is the future and here to stay, but we understand
you might have questions.
We work with all industries, including legal, healthcare and are HIPAA compliant,
manufacturing. If you have any questions on remote work and how to transition your
business to a remote environment, the experts at EVERNET can answer all of your
questions and help set your business up for success.
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RELIABLE IT
WHEN YOU NEED IT
Upgrade to a smarter IT maintenance approach
with EVERNET Top-Down IT Systems and
Network Maintenance.
Don’t focus on the management of IT operations, rather
focus on how IT can help you achieve your business goals.

CONNECT WITH EVERNET

www.evernetco.com

